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interferon in tissue up-regulates other proteins 
that are toxic to endothelial cells, muscle, and 
the lung. The findings in the muscle-biopsy speci-
men from this patient suggest that his SARS-
CoV-2 myopathy may also have been due to type I 
interferonopathy.
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Effect of Diet versus Gastric Bypass on Metabolic Function 
in Diabetes

To the Editor: In their article, Yoshino et al. 
(Aug. 20 issue)1 conclude that weight loss is the 
main mechanism by which gastric bypass im-
proves glucose homeostasis. Given the limita-
tions and findings of this study, this conclusion 
seems to be overreaching. First, type 2 diabetes 
is heterogeneous; small, nonrandomized studies 
involving participants who are not matched for 
disease severity at baseline are prone to bias. In 
fact, in Yoshino et al.’s study, participants who 
underwent gastric bypass (surgery group) used 

more medications and had higher fasting insulin 
and lower adiponectin levels than did participants 
in the diet group — a finding that suggests dif-
ferences in disease severity, pathophysiology, or 
both. In addition, octreotide blocks gut-hormone 
release and other gastrointestinal mechanisms2; 
its use during clamp studies may have negated 
weight-independent effects of gastric surgery. Fur-
thermore, the use of a very-low-calorie diet rapidly 
reverses hyperglycemia3 but takes longer than 
gastric bypass to lead to an 18% reduction in 

Figure 1. Immunohistochemical Analysis of a Biopsy 
Specimen from the Left Deltoid Muscle in a Patient 
with Covid-19.

Panel A shows abnormal expression of major-histo-
compatibility-complex (MHC) class I antigen on the 
sarcolemma and sarcoplasm of muscle fibers, with a 
predilection for perifascicular muscle fibers. Expres-
sion of MHC class I antigen on capillaries is normal. 
Panel B shows abnormal expression of myxovirus re-
sistance protein A (MxA) on sarcolemma and sarco-
plasm of muscle fibers, with a predilection for perifas-
cicular muscle fibers, and on capillaries. MxA is not 
normally expressed on capillaries. Abnormal expres-
sion of MxA is seen with type I interferonopathies.
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body weight. Thus, longer exposure to reduced 
glucotoxicity in the diet group than in the sur-
gery group may have influenced beta-cell func-
tion and insulin sensitivity,4 which were key out-
come measures.

Finally, gastric bypass was associated with 
clinically significant and distinct changes in criti-
cal mechanisms of glucose metabolism, including 
gut hormones, bile acids, branched-chain amino 
acids, microbiota, and peak response of insulin 
to meal ingestion. These effects are arguably 
weight-independent,5 and it is unjustified to dis-
miss them as irrelevant.
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To the Editor: The study by Yoshino et al. has 
certain limitations and confounders that may re-
sult in an unsubstantiated dismissal of impor-
tant weight-independent mechanisms of glucose 
control after procedures that bypass the proxi-
mal gut. The study was underpowered and had 
unequal proportions of participants who with-
drew. The differential caloric intake was an im-
portant confounder — a very-low-calorie diet for 

23 weeks in the diet group, as compared with the 
surgery group, in which participants reached the 
weight-loss goal at 13 weeks (after which a more 
liberal diet was offered for 3 weeks in order to 
prevent further weight loss). The authors over-
look the profound changes in glucose homeosta-
sis preceding marked weight loss after gastric 
bypass. It is plausible that gut-mediated, weight 
loss–independent effects were masked by this 
differential caloric restriction, which results in 
multiple intestinal adaptations promoting insulin-
sensitivity improvement by correcting gut dysbio-
sis and enterocyte tight-junction function, with 
decreasing liver and visceral fat inflammation, 
proliferation of small-intestinal stem cells, and 
favorable alterations in the enteric nervous sys-
tem functions that affect the gut–central nervous 
system metabolic axis.1-4 The results of the study 
by Yoshino et al. do not rule out intestinally me-
diated factors that induce insulin resistance, 
which include potentially formidable therapeutic 
targets for metabolic disease.5
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To the Editor: The study by Yoshino et al. pro-
vides important data. However, the authors over-
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look the very different patterns of the curves for 
glucose and free fatty acids in the diet group and 
the surgery group. The data show that weight 
loss could account for an improvement in insulin 
sensitivity, but the data also suggest a surgery-
specific, insulin-independent mechanism; the 
superimposed curves from Figure 1A of the arti-
cle by Yoshino et al. are shown here in Figure 1. 
In addition, the glucose and insulin curves in the 
surgery group resemble the patterns observed in 
high-glycemic-index diets. Unlike these diets, 
however, gastric bypass seems to protect against 
diabetes totally. This finding cannot be attribut-
ed to weight loss, nor can the distinct patterns 
regarding free fatty acids (Fig. 2B of the article by 
Yoshino et al.), which suggest enhanced meal-
induced suppression followed by faster lipolysis 
in the surgery group than in the diet group.

Gastric bypass and dieting may modulate dif-
ferent pathways that result in the same final 
homeostasis without further improvement. Con-
sider the analogy of two drugs that induce simi-
lar improvements in clinically relevant end points 
(e.g., diabetes) by means of very different mech-
anisms. That could be the case for surgery as 
compared with dieting and may also explain the 

sustainability of the antidiabetic effects of gas-
tric bypass. Look-alike does not necessarily mean 
work-alike.
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To the Editor: Yoshino et al. found that an 18% 
reduction in body weight improves insulin sensi-
tivity similarly after gastric bypass or dieting in 
participants with obesity and type 2 diabetes. 
They conclude that their study results “challenge 
the current belief that upper gastrointestinal by-
pass has clinically meaningful effects on key 
metabolic factors involved in glucose homeosta-
sis and the pathogenesis of diabetes that are in-
dependent of weight loss.”

Nevertheless, in a recent article,1 the same 

Figure 1. Meal-Induced Glucose Curves from the Study by Yoshino et al.

The meal-induced glucose curves in the study by Yoshino et al. suggest that after gastric bypass, the body can han-
dle higher glucose loads with the same efficiency as with dieting, despite similar insulin sensitivity in the two groups. 
The circulating glucose levels after 240 minutes are similar in the surgery group and the diet group, but only after 
participants in the surgery group handled 70% more glucose than participants in the diet group. The red area high-
lights the additional circulating glucose load that was handled in participants who underwent gastric bypass (i.e., the 
70% difference between the area under the curve for each group). The results are possibly due to insulin-independent 
mechanisms, since insulin sensitivity, fat mass, and fat-free mass were similar in the two groups. To convert the values 
for glucose to millimoles per liter, multiply by 0.05551.
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research group reported that, after a 20% reduc-
tion in body weight, biliopancreatic diversion 
improved insulin sensitivity significantly more 
than gastric bypass. How do the authors recon-
cile these differing results? Furthermore, we note 
that the participants in the diet group in the 
study conducted by Yoshino et al. had less severe 
diabetes than those in the surgery group and 
appeared to use fewer medications, or no medi-
cations (mean [±SD] diabetes medication score 
[on a scale from 0 to 3.57, with a higher score 
indicating a greater number of medications, a 
higher dosage of medications, or both], 0.93±0.55 
vs. 1.64±1.15).
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The authors reply: Rubino and Cohen raise 
important concerns. Our study was small, yet it 
was powered to detect clinically important dif-
ferences in hepatic insulin sensitivity (primary 
outcome). All the secondary outcomes (metabol-
ic response to mixed-meal ingestion; integrated 
24-hour plasma glucose, free fatty acid, and insu-
lin profiles; whole-body insulin sensitivity; and 
beta-cell function) favored the diet group over 
the surgery group — an unlikely finding if gastric 
bypass were superior to dieting. We performed 
a post hoc (exploratory) noninferiority analysis 
and found that the upper boundary of the 95% 
confidence interval for the maximum possible 
greater benefit of surgery was not clinically sig-
nificant for all the secondary outcomes (e.g., 
insulin-stimulated glucose disposal would at 
most be 1.10 μmol per kilogram of fat-free body 
mass per minute greater after surgery than after 
dieting). Moreover, our findings are consistent 
with those of previous studies that used other 

methods to compare the metabolic benefits of 
surgery with those in a weight loss–matched 
group.1,2 Octreotide is unlikely to influence as-
sessment of insulin sensitivity after surgery be-
cause intestinal hormones are not stimulated 
during a hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic clamp pro-
cedure, which involves glucose infusion, not in-
gestion. The additional 7 weeks that were needed 
for weight loss in the diet group were unlikely to 
have enhanced weight-loss benefits; weight was 
constant for 3 weeks before testing, and the 
amount, not rate, of weight loss determines met-
abolic improvements.3

We do not agree that diabetes was more se-
vere in the surgery group than in the diet group. 
The diabetes medication score that was used in 
our trial does not measure severity reliably be-
cause medications were determined by each 
participant’s physician; indeed, the glycated 
hemoglobin level was lower in the surgery group 
than in the diet group (7.2% vs. 8.0%). The 
between-group differences in the insulin and 
adiponectin levels were not statistically or clini-
cally meaningful, and the duration of diabetes 
and other metabolic variables, including the base-
line values for all main study outcomes, were 
nearly identical in the two groups. Although 
changes in bile acids, branched-chain amino 
acids, and the microbiome differed between the 
two groups, no clinically important metabolic 
effects were involved.

Abu Dayyeh proposes unique mechanisms for 
glucose control after surgery. However, it is im-
portant to determine that weight loss–indepen-
dent benefits exist before one searches for 
mechanisms. Several studies have shown that 
improvement in glucose homeostasis before the 
occurrence of significant weight loss is due to the 
marked decrease in caloric intake after surgery.4,5

We agree with Saeidi and colleagues that the 
postprandial plasma profile after surgery resem-
bles that of a high-glycemic-index meal, but we 
do not understand why this means that surgery-
induced benefits are not due to weight loss. If 
surgery causes benefits by means of other 
mechanisms, then it must also attenuate the 
benefits of weight loss itself because the meta-
bolic outcomes were similar. There was no be-
tween-group difference in the amount of glucose 
“handled” after mixed-meal ingestion, which is 
determined by the amount of ingested glucose 
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delivered into the circulation, not by plasma 
glucose concentrations.

We agree with Castagneto-Gissey and col-
leagues that biliopancreatic diversion has great-
er metabolic benefits than gastric bypass sur-
gery. However, that does not mean that gastric 
bypass surgery is better than diet alone.
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